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What is ShareIt?

ShareIt is a web-based application that provides a flexible communication system. It can 

be set up as a one-to-one and/or one-to-many and/or many-to-many set of communication 

channels. Who sees what is under the control of a system administrator who invites 

participants into one or more private and/or public communication channels (groups). Within 

those communication channels top-level users and participants post topics, responses and

comments along with associated files. Topics, responses and comments are all organised within 

categories. Groups of users see only the catagories associated with the groups they belong to. 

Example Application areas

•  Accountant and clients

 An accountant subscribes to the SaaS ShareIt application and invites his/her clients

into separate private communication channels. The accountant (top-level user) posts 

topics that could be requests for data (tax returns, company information, payment 

details etc.) or information (new legislation, ways of reducing liabilities etc.) and any 

other communication. The client (participant) posts responses to the topics which 

might be requested textual data, a note with an attached file, a request for clarification.

The accountant can set up an extra channel into which he/she invites all clients

for the dissemination of common data. The system provides a repository for data

and an audit trail for all communications and activities.

This architecture of service provider/client exists in many other lines of business. Some 

examples are:

•  Doctor/patients

•  Publisher/authors

•  Solicitor/clients

•  Business/customers

•  HR department/employees

•  Teacher/students

•  MP/constituents 

•  Taxi service/passengers



•  Training

 Another important application area for ShareIt is training. The flexibility of the application

lends itself to configuration for a wide range of data types, including training materials.

The wording in the interface can be changed so that, where by default we have “categories”

we can rename it to “courses”. Topics become “course modules” and carry the course notes

and other documentation, but, more importantly, videos. So, in one place all course module

materials are available to the trainee.

Now, the responses provide a communication channel to the trainer and other trainees for

questions, requests for clarification or other discussion topics. Comments on the responses

provide a channel for answers. Therefore, the responses/comments provide a forum for the

course participants to ask questions, find answers and generally get involved in the training

process. Each course module has its own forum for focused discussion. Of course, the wording

can be changed in the interface to call “responses/comments” “questions/answers”, or any other

wording appropriate for the course.

Moreover, each group sees a different set of courses, so, in one interface, the system can handle

all the different training requirements for the organisation. Users can belong to more than one

group, so group membership becomes the mechanism for allocating courses to trainees.



Communication Channels

•  A top-level user can set up any number of communication channels.

   (Note: communication channels take the place of stakeholder types in the original model).

•  Top-level users invite one or more participants into a communication channel.

•  A participant can be in one or more communication channels.

•  A communication channel can be private (one participant) or public (many participants).

•  Top-level users can share a private communication channel with other top-level users.

•  Initially a communication channel is private but more participants can be added to make it public.

Posting Topics

•  Top-level users and optionally (set in preferences) participants post topics (synonyms: items, issues, themes, subjects, threads) 

    into their communication channels.

•  Topics in public communication channels are seen by all participants in that communication channel.

•  Topics in private communication channels are seen only by the one participant and any top-level user seeing that communication channel.

•  Topics are identified in the interface as being private or public, depending on which communication channel they reside in.

Responses

•  Responses (synonym: replies) to topics are posted by participants and top-level users.

•  Responses to private topics are only seen by the participant and top-level user(s) who can view that communication channel.

•  Responses to public topics are seen by all participants and top-level user(s) who can view that communication channel.

Comments

•  Comments (synonyms: observations, notes, remarks) are public or private along the same lines as responses.

File Attachments

•  Each topic, response and comment can have one or more files attached.

Options

There are options available to top-level users and, separately, participants:

•  top-level options:

- whether a participant can post topics;

- alert options - every event, hourly report, daily digest, never;

- more TBD...

•  participants:

- alert options on posts - every event, hourly report, daily digest, never etc.;

- more TBD...



How Communication Channels Work

Category 1

Each Group contains Categories

Categories help organise Topics

Group1

Topic 1

Each Category contains Topics

Users add Responses to Topics

Category 1

Response 1

Each Topic contains Responses

Users can add Comments to Responses

Topic 1

Users belong to Groups

a user can belong to more

than one group

Group 1

 User 1

 User 2

Group 2

 User 1

 User 3

Comment 1

Each Response contains Comments

Response 1

Example Group:

    Facilities

Example Category under Facilities:

    Maintenance
Example Topic under Maintenance:

    Car park potholes. Is there any plan

    to repair the car park?

Example Response under Car park potholes…:

    Maintenence planned for 28-05-2019.

    Car park will have limited access until

    03-06-2019. Aplogies for any inconvenience.

Example Comments under Maintenance planned…:

    Will there be any alternatice parking spaces?

        Only off-site parking in public car park opposite.
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How does it work?



Access to the system is protected by

user name and password. Only ‘strong’

Passwords are allowed.



Users are arranged into Groups. Once logged in,

users see a list of the groups they belong to, and

can select the group they want to interact with.

Groups are managed by a System Administrator.
Each group has a set of Categories.

Users can add new categories and

edit ones they have created.

Each category has a set of Topics.

Users can add new topics and

edit ones they have created.

Users can attach one or more files to a topic.

A user logged in as a System Administrator

will see a System Admin button which gives

access to the Administration area.



When you click on a topic, it

becomes highlighted and any

responses to that topic will

appear in the Responses area

Users can add new responses and

edit ones they have created.

Each response has a set of Comments.

Users can add new comments to a response

and edit ones they have created.



You can search topics and responses/comments for strings

of text. The data is filtered dynamically as you type.



To add a topic, click the

Add Topic button and the

Add Topic dialog box appears

Format the text with a

rich set of editing tools.

Text entry area

Attach files here



New topic added



Select a topic and click the

Add Response button to

open the Add Response dialog

Click the Add Response button to

add the response to the selected topic



Click the Add Comment button to

add a comment to the new response



Aenean iaculis faucibus ipsum sit amet faucibus. Morbi quam quam, auctor 

ut gravida quis, mollis non mauris.

 

Click the Add Comment button to add

the comment to the selected response



Click the Show Comments button to see

the comments associated with this response



Click the Hide Comments buton

to hide the comments section



There is an Admin option to turn on Ratings.

When on, ratings are made in responses as

a rating of the topic, and in comments as a

rating of the response. The ratings go between

0 and 10 - Totally Disagree to Totally Agree



These buttons in the header and footer

allow the user to increase the active page

area for low-resolution devices



Systam Administrators have access to the Administration Area



Preferences allow the system administrator to

turn Word Cloud search and Ratings on and off



The system administrator

can manage Groups here



The system administrator can allow

groups to see into other groups that

they would not normally be able to see.



The system administrator manages users here



Edit UserThe system administrator sets the User Type

and which groups the user belongs to here.



The system admin has a view across

all groups and can add and remove

categories from any one of them.

Users add and remove their own

categories from the main page.

The admin view overrides the users.



The system administrator can set the words

used in the interface. For examplt, ‘Topics’

might alternatively be calles ‘Threads’, as is

often used in bulletin boards.

For an example of how this facility can be

used, see the application example below.



The following page shows how the ShareIt interface can be set up to represent

the type of data it contains. Here we have ShareIt set up to provide training

materials. The wording in the interface has been changed via the Edit Labels

option in the System Admin area.
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Application example



Here is an example where ShareIt is set up to

deliver training materials and provide a forum

for trainers and trainees to communicate via

questions and answers.

Users see the types of course

in which they are enrolled. 

Users select a course here.

Course modules associated with the selected course

are listed here. This is the selected module.

Here is the list of course materials,

a video and course notes.

The video for this course

module is playing here.

A question about this course

module has been asked here…

… and answered here.

Note the interface text substitution:

1. Groups > Training

2. Categories > Courses

3. Topics > Course modules

4. Responses > Questions

5. Comments > Answers

1. 

2. 

3. 4. 

5. 
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Henry

Arthur

Geoff

Si

Chris

Nigel

Peter

Henry

Database1 Database2

ShareIt Group Henry Company Group

Accountant

Client 1

Accountant

Client 2

Accountant

Client 3

Accountant

Client 4

Accountant Group 1

Accountant Group 2

Accountant Group 3

Accountant Group 4

ShareIt Architecture

Si, Chris, Nigel, Peter and Henry
see all the categories and their
associated topics, responses and
comments in the ShareIt group.

Henry, Arthur and Geoff see all the
categories and their associated 
topics, responses and comments
in the Henry Company group.

Henry can switch between the groups
to select a view of either the ShareIt
group or the Henry Company group.

The accountant and client 1 can see
all the categories and their associated 
topics, responses and comments in
the Accountant group 1.

The accountant and client 2 can see
all the categories and their associated 
topics, responses and comments in
the Accountant group 2.

The accountant and client 3 can see
all the categories and their associated 
topics, responses and comments in
the Accountant group 3.

The accountant and client 4 can see
all the categories and their associated 
topics, responses and comments in
the Accountant group 4.

The accountant can switch between
the Accountant group 1, Accountant
group 2, Accountant group 3 and
Accountant group 4.The data in a group can only be accessed

from within that group. Users with access
to more than one group see a dropdown
list of their groups in the header of the
ShareIt user interface. They select which
group they want to access.

Groups can be merged so that all the
categories and their associated topics,
responses and comments are shared
between the groups. Merging can be
either one way (group 1 sees group 2
but not vice versa) or two way where
both groups see each other’s data.

Each ShareIt client is allocated a
database in which they can create
groups and users. Users are
associated with one or more groups.

The data held in a database is
entirely inaccessible from another
database. All users, data and
settings are totally separate
between the databases.

There is one shared database that
holds client company information,
session data and logs.

Shared Database

Groups contain categories, categories
contain topics, topics contain
responses, responses contain
comments.

Topics, responses and comments can
contain text and files. When a file
reference is clicked, it will open in
a separate browser window if it is in a
format recognised by the browser,
otherwise it is downloaded.


